Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 6: Unit 25

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
3. expectation
5. occurring earlier
6. to cause a vehicle to move
8. awareness
12. My art ___ is a collage.
13. to see in advance
16. The drama club did a ___ of Annie.
18. occurring before recorded history
19. to cause an angry response
21. she, for example
22. doing, especially before an audience
23. a side view
24. having no expected end
25. happening before the main action
26. sweat

Down
1. to like better
2. a fragrant liquid
3. opposite of endanger
4. money earned from a sale
6. a series of steps in doing something
7. career
9. of, for example
10. opposite of absence
11. something done to avoid danger
14. keep from harm
15. paid in advance
17. say
18. very noticeable or well known
20. to urge or convince
21. forbid